The present article considers estimating a parameter θ in an imprecise probability model (P θ ) θ∈Θ which consists of coherent upper previsions P θ . After the definition of a minimum distance estimator in this setup and a summarization of its main properties, the focus lies on applications. It is shown that approximate minimum distances on the discretized sample space can be calculated by linear programming. After a discussion of some computational aspects, the estimator is applied in a simulation study consisting of two different models. Finally, the estimator is applied on a real data set in a linear regression model.
Introduction

Motivation
In classical statistics, it is common to assume complete knowledge about a statistical model which consists of a (smooth parametric) family (P θ ) θ∈Θ of (precise) probability measures. The task is to make assertions about the true parameter θ 0 ∈ Θ . Most often, it is assumed that such assertions can be based on data x 1 , . . . , x n from random variables which are independent identically distributed according to the true distribution P θ0 . That is, the data analyst already knows that the real distribution P 0 can only be a member of a very special family of probability measures (P θ ) θ∈Θ and the only thing which is not one hundred percent sure is the correct parameter θ 0 ∈ Θ . Since this assumption is much to strong for many real applications, generalizations of this probabilistic setup are needed. Suitable generalizations of the concept of probability have been developed, among others, by [12] (coherent lower/upper prevision) and [15] (F-probability). Here, the probability of an event is no longer a number p ∈ [0, 1] but an interval [p, p] ⊂ [0, 1]. In order to generalize the setup of classical statistics to a (more realistic) imprecise probability setup, it is natural to replace the precise model (P θ ) θ∈Θ by an imprecise model (P θ ) θ∈Θ which consists of such coherent upper previsions P θ .
The classical frequentist theory of statistics is, in large part, concerned with hypothesis testing (in the sense of Neyman-Pearson) and estimating a parameter. While Neyman-Pearson testing under imprecise probabilities has been extensively studied (cf. e.g. [1] and [2] ), estimating a parameter has hardly been considered explicitly within the theory of coherent lower previsions so far. There are a few articles which are concerned with it in Bayesian models (primarily associated with Walley's Imprecise Dirichlet Model), e.g. [13] , [9] , [7] and [14] . In addition, there are a few articles which address very special applications, e.g. [8] (climate projections) and [3] (prediction of the next influenza pandemic). However, general investigations about frequentist estimation of a parameter using coherent lower/upper previsions are still missing. A first attempt is made in [6] where a minimum distance estimator is developed, and its asymptotic properties are investigated. The present article focuses on applications of this estimator; for the theoretical validation of the estimator, it is referred to [6] . After a recollection of the definition and the basic properties of the minimum distance estimator in Section 2, Section 3 investigates the concrete calculation of the estimator. At first, the sample space has to be suitable discretized, then the distances between the empirical measure and the coherent upper previsions can be approximately calculated by linear programming. An explicit linear program is developed in Subsection 3.2. The minimum distance estimator is already implemented in the (open source) statistical programming language R; it is publicly available as R-package "imprProbEst" [5] . Subsection 3.3 explains some details about this implementation in R. Next, Section 4 presents a simulation study where the estimator is applied in two different models and compared to classical estimators. This simulation study exemplifies that the proposed estimator can also be calculated for large sample sizes. This meets objections that, due to high computational costs, imprecise probabilities could not be used for practical purposes. Finally, the minimum distance estimator is applied on a real data set in Section 5. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
Setup and Notation
Let X be a set with σ-algebra B . Then, L ∞ (X , B) denotes the set of all bounded, B -measurable real functions f : X → R . The supremum norm on L ∞ (X , B) is denoted by f = sup x∈X |f (x)| . The set of all bounded, finitely additive, signed measures is denoted by ba(X , B) and can be identified with the dual space of L ∞ (X , B) ; cf. [4, Theorem IV.5.1]. Finally, ba + 1 (X , B) denotes the set of all finitely additive probability measures. Integrals with respect to µ ∈ ba(X , B) are denoted by µ[f ] . In accordance with [12, § 2.5.1], a coherent upper prevision on (X , B) is a map
such that there is a (non-empty) set V ⊂ ba [12, § 3.3.3] and [6, § 2.3] . The non-empty set M := P ∈ ba
A coherent upper prevision P is called finitely generated if there is a finite set {f 1 , . . . , f s } ⊂ L ∞ (X , B) such that P is the natural extension of a coherent upper prevision on {f 1 , . . . , f s } ⊂ L ∞ (X , B) . That is, P ∈ ba + 1 (X , B) is in the credal set of P if and only if P [f j ] ≤ P [f j ] for every j ∈ {1, . . . , s} . Such coherent upper previsions naturally arise in applications whenever a practitioner is only able to specify upper (or lower) bounds on the probability or expectation of a finite number of events or functions respectively. A finitely generated, coherent upper prevision P is called regular if, in addition,
. . , s} where P denotes the coherent lower prevision corresponding to P ; i.e.
2 A minimum distance estimator for imprecise models
Assumptions
In order to state the definition of the minimum distance estimator, the following fixings and assumptions are made. These are valid throughout the rest of the article:
(X , B) is a measurable space and Θ is a finite 1 index set. The data x 1 , . . . , x n stem from random variables which are independent identically distributed according to a probability measure P 0 . For every θ ∈ Θ , let P θ be a coherent upper previsions on (X , B) with credal set M θ ; (P θ ) θ∈Θ is called imprecise model. It is only assumed that the true probability measure P 0 is contained in M θ0 where θ 0 ∈ Θ is the unknown true parameter. The task is to estimate θ 0 .
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The following fundamental assumptions on the coherent upper previsions are made:
There is a finite subset
for every θ ∈ Θ . Furthermore, it is assumed that
where P θ is the corresponding lower coherent prevision. In particular, each P θ is a regular, finitely generated coherent upper previsions.
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In the following, it is always assumed that each f j ∈ K is standardized; i.e. inf f j = 0 and sup f j = 1 . Of course, this is no restriction since every bounded, nonconstant function f ′ can be standardized by
and, for every P θ ∈ ba + 1 (X , B) , we have
Definition and asymptotic properties of the minimum distance estimator
The idea of the minimum distance estimator developed in [6, § 6] is very simple: The data x 1 , . . . , x n are used to build the empirical measure P (n) . Then, the minimum distance estimator is thatθ ∈ Θ such that P (n) lies next to Mθ . That is, we calculate the distance between P (n) and M θ for every θ ∈ Θ and pick thatθ where the distance is minimal.
The empirical measure P (n) is defined to be the map
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and δ xi denotes the Dirac measure in x i ∈ X . Appropriately to the sensitivity analyst's point of view, the distance between a measure P ′ and a coherent upper prevision P is defined to be
where M denotes the credal set of P and P ′ − P the operator norm
The minimum distance estimatorθ n is defined to bê
Note that the minimizing θ is not always unique; in this case, the minimum distance estimator may pick any minimizing θ . Now, let us turn over to the asymptotic properties of the minimum distance estimator according to [6, § 6.4] . Firstly, note that the use of the operator norm together with the empirical measure is not unproblematic in classical statistics: Though several distances d provide the desirable property that
almost surely, this is not necessarily true for the operator norm (e.g. in case of the standard normal distribution). However, this annoying difficulty totally disappears in our imprecise probability setup (Subsections 1.2 and 2.1). If we replace P 0 by a regular, finitely generated coherent upper prevision P , we get that
almost surely if P 0 lies in the credal set M of P ; cf.
[6, Theorem 6.6].
A true parameter θ 0 is any θ 0 ∈ Θ such that
Since it is not assumed that the credal sets are disjoint, there may be several true parameters.
According to [6, Theorem 6.10] , the probability of the event
tends to zero for increasing sample size n if the index set Θ is finite.
The mathematically rigorous statements about these asymptotic properties are more involved and have to be formulated in terms of random variables and image measures. This is because the expressions in (4) and (5) will not be measurable in general. For the treatment of unmeasurable maps in asymptotic statistics, confer e.g. [11, §18] .
3 Calculation of the minimum distance estimator
Discretization of the sample space
As seen in the previous section, it is not necessary to discretize the sample space in order to define the minimum distance estimator based on the total variation norm in a sensible way. Since this is not possible for precise probabilities, going over to imprecise probabilities, in a sense, turns out to be a simplification.
Of course, if we want to calculate the estimator by use of computers, the sample space has to be discretized -at least implicitly. However, it is one of the most striking properties of the above presented minimum distance estimator, that this is only a practical need which is irrelevant for theoretical investigations. That is, we can also deal with infinite sample spaces (X , B) . In case of precise probabilities, discretization would even be part of the definition of the minimum distance estimator.
Recall our assumptions given in Subsection 2.1. In order to calculate the minimum distance estimator, we have to calculate
, these values can nevertheless be calculated with arbitrary accuracy as explained in the following:
At first, fix any accuracy ε > 0 . Then, the sample space (X , B) may be discretized as follows:
For θ ∈ Θ , let K θ be the smallest subset of K such that
and choose simple functions h
Then, let C θ be the smallest σ-algebra on X such that the simple functions h
Now, let Q θ be the coherent upper prevision on L ∞ (X , C θ ) which corresponds to the credal set
According to [6, Theorem 6 .11], we have the following inequalities for every x ∈ X n :
Approximate calculation of the distance by linear programming
According to (7) , it is possible to calculate
in order to approximately calculate P (n) x − P θ , where Q θ is a coherent upper prevision on the finite space (X , C θ ) . So, we have to minimize the convex function
Though this is a convex optimization problem, the optimal solution can be found by solving one single linear program.
In order to formulate this linear program, choose any
and let n j be the number of elements in N j for every j ∈ {1, . . . , r} . In addition, put J 0 = j ∈ {1, . . . , r} n j = 0 and
Now, consider the following linear program:
where
and
for the variables
Let β θ be the optimal value of the above linear program. Then, Proposition 3.1 below shows that
Hence, it is, in fact, enough to solve one single linear program in order to obtain the distance P (n)
x − Q θ . Of course, this was useless in applications if this linear program would tend to be unsolvable because of exceedingly high computational costs. So let us take a closer look on the size of the above linear program:
Since the number of elements in J 1 is not larger than min{r, n} , we have the following upper bounds:
Number of variables:
r + min{r, n}
Similar to the discretization method presented in [6, § 5.4] in data-based decision theory, r can -in general -exceed beyond all reasonable bounds but will stay within a reasonable order of magnitude in most applications. In particular, the latter statement is true if the functions f j ∈ K θ are convex, concave or indicator functions of (finite unions of) intervals; confer [6, Prop. 5.16] . Though the number n of observations may be very large, it will hardly reach astronomical orders of magnitude in real applications. The size of the number of elements in K θ (i.e. the number of elements in I θ ) will usually be negligible.
Note that a very large r will usually result from small values ε (j)
θ . However, in most real applications, P θ cannot be specified so accurately that too small values ε
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The following proposition says that P (n)
x − Q θ can indeed be calculated by solving the linear program given by (9) - (14): Proposition 3.1 Let β θ be the optimal value of the linear program given by (9) - (14) . Then, P (n)
x −Q θ is given by (15) .
Proof: STEP 1: Firstly, it is shown that, for every Q ∈ N θ ,
To this end, fix any Q ∈ N θ and note that -due to finiteness of C θ -the total variation distance is equal to
Since {C
θ } is a partition of X , we have
Confer [6, § 5.2] for more details on the stability of coherent upper previsions and the potential instability of the natural extension.
Hence,
θ ) = 0 if j ∈ J 1 and, therefore,
This proves (16).
STEP 2:
Secondly, it is shown that, for every Q ∈ N θ and every j ∈ J 1 ,
, it is easy to see that the infimum is attained inγ j = 0 ∈ Γ j (Q) and, therefore, (18) is fulfilled. In case of P (n)
it is easy to see that the infimum is attained inγ
θ ) ∈ Γ j (Q) and, therefore, (18) is again fulfilled.
STEP 3:
Finally, put
Then, it follows from STEP 1 and STEP 2 that
For every j ∈ {1, . . . , r} , identify Q(C 
and, therefore, inf
Implementation in the statistical programming language R
The minimum distance estimator is implemented in the (open source) statistical programming language R [10] and is publicly available as R-package "imprProbEst" [5] . In order to calculate the estimator, the program has to do the following steps:
1. for "some" θ ∈ Θ , (approximately) calculate the distance P (n) − Q θ , i.e.
• discretize the sample space
• solve the linear program given by (9)- (14) 2. choose thatθ which minimizes
The inputs are the observations x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and the imprecise model given by the (standardized) functions f j ∈ K θ and the previsions
Note that we do not assume any condition of regularity for the map θ → P θ . Therefore, one might suppose that we have to calculate P (n) − Q θ for every θ ∈ Θ in order to find the minimizingθ . Though this is possible since Θ is assumed to be finite here, such a proceeding is very cumbersome because the calculation of P (n) − Q θ is computationally costly. Fortunately, it usually suffices to calculate P (n) −Q θ only for very few elements of Θ : Put
and Θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ m } . Then, for every θ l ∈ Θ ,
where ( * ) is valid since the standardization of f j implies f j − (1 − f j ) = 1 , and ( * * ) follows from the definition of t(θ l ) and (6) . Hence, the algorithm only has to calculate the subsequent value
is fulfilled. If (20) is not fulfilled, we do not have to calculate P (n) − Q θ l because, in this case, it follows from the above calculation that θ l is already known to be not a minimizer. The simulation studies described in Section 4 showed that, in this way, usually only a very small number of distances P (n) − Q θ has to be calculated.
A simulation study
Model 1: A first example
Model 1 is intended to demonstrate two aspects of the proposed estimator: Firstly, the estimator can really be calculated even for large numbers of observations. In the simulation study, the estimator is applied for sample sizes n = 30, n = 100, n = 1000, n = 10000 . For each number of observations, the estimator is evaluated 500 times. Secondly, the estimator can provide good results even though it is developed for the rather large imprecise models given by finitely generated coherent upper previsions. In order to demonstrate this, the imprecise Model 1 contains a nice precise parametric model so that the estimator can be compared with a maximum likelihood estimator. While the maximum likelihood estimator is applied by using complete knowledge of the precise parametric model, our minimum distance estimator is only based on the knowledge of a large imprecise model. Since the simulated data exactly stem from the ideal parametric model, this is a rather unequal situation which favors the maximum likelihood estimator and, therefore, the maximum likelihood estimator should clearly beat our estimator. Nevertheless, the performance of our estimator appears to be almost as good as the one of the maximum likelihood estimator in the simulation study. In this way, it can be seen that going over to a large imprecise model does not necessarily mean to loose a lot of efficiency even if the ideal parametric model was precisely true.
Here is a detailed description of Model 1: The sample space is (X , B) where X is equal to [0, 1] and B is the Borel-σ-algebra. The precise parametric model (P θ ) θ∈Θ is given by dP θ = p θ dλ , θ ∈ Θ := [−2, 2] where the Lebesgue-densities p θ are
for every x ∈ [0, 1] . Despite of this confusing formula, the densities p θ are very simple and natural as can be seen from Figure 1 . In order to define the imprecise model, the parameter set Θ is discretized as follows:
That is, θ 0 ∈ Θ 0 corresponds to the interval (θ 0 − 0.05 , θ 0 + 0.05] with center θ 0 . The imprecise model (P θ ) θ∈Θ0 is given by credal sets
Here, K is the finite set K = f 1 , . . . , f 10 which consists of the (rather arbitrarily chosen) functions 
and the upper previsions on these functions are defined by
for every j ∈ {1, . . . , 10} and θ 0 ∈ Θ 0 .
In the simulation study, the data x 1 , . . . , x n stem from the uniform distribution P 0 = Unif [0, 1] . That is, θ = 0 is the true parameter which has to be estimated.
For the estimation, the proposed minimum distance estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator
are applied. Note that -due to the discretization of Θ -our minimum distance estimator does not specify a precise value θ as an estimation but an interval [θ 0 − 0.05, θ 0 + 0.05] . In order to compare the results between both estimators, these intervals [θ 0 − 0.05, θ 0 + 0.05] are recorded by their center θ 0 . Table 1 shows the empirical mean squared error (MSE) 1 500 Figure 2 shows the boxplots of the estimations. These results demonstrate that, in Model 1, the maximum likelihood estimator is not much better than the minimum distance estimator even though the unequal situation of Model 1 highly privilege the maximum likelihood estimator as explained above.
Model 2: Approximate Poisson distributions
In Model 2, the sample space is (N 0 , 2 N0 ) and it is assumed that the data "approximately" stem from a Poisson distribution Poi(θ) where the parameter set is Θ = (0, 50] . The parameter set is again discretized: θ
The upper previsions on these functions are defined by
for every j ∈ {1, . . . , 56} and θ 0 ∈ Θ 0 . In the simulation study, we put r = 0.01 .
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For the estimation, our minimum distance estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator
are applied. The simulation study consists of 500 runs with different sample sizes n = 20, n = 100 and n = 250 . The real distribution which generates the data is equal to Figure 4 shows the boxplots for c = 0.1. Table 2 gives the empirical mean squared errors. In the ideal situation, the maximum likelihood estimator is only slightly better than the (imprecise probability) minimum distance estimator. However, very small deviations from the ideal situation are enough so that the minimum distance estimator beats the maximum likelihood estimator. In particular, this is true even for c = 0.01 and n = 20 though, in this case, most samples x 1 , . . . , x 20 will not contain any "wrong" observation -i.e. will be "ideal".
5 Though this looks very similar to contamination neighborhoods (which are quite common in robust statistics), these upper previsions lead to much bigger credal sets than contamination neighborhoods. This is because, here, the definition of the upper previsions only involves a finite number of functions f 5 Application on a real data set Finally, the estimator is applied on a real data set for linear regression. The data set consists of 200 data
from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) from the years 2005-2006 which records the health and nutritional status of adults and children in the United States of America. 6 Every observation x i corresponds to a person where y i specifies the person's weight (in kilograms) and z i specifies the person's height (in centimeters). 7 The following rela- tion is assumed
for persons with a height of at least 160 cm. Accordingly, only persons have been considered who fulfill this condition. The set of possible parameters is bounded and may be given by Θ = [25, 100]×[0.5, 1.5] In order to apply the minimum distance estimator, Θ is again discretized: 
and h 25 = I (40,∞) . Put S 0 = {1, 2, . . . , 30} . The error distribution E σ0 is assumed to be the coherent upper prevision whose credal set consists of all probability charges E on R such that for every j ∈ {0, . . . , 25}
where the supremum is over σ ∈ [σ 0 − 0.5, σ 0 + 0.5] , r = 0.05 and σ 0 ∈ S . (Roughly speaking, this means that E is "approximately" a normal distribution but overweight is more likely than underweight. Then, the imprecise model is given by P θ0,σ0 = S σ0 [f θ0 : (y, z) → h j y − θ 1 − θ 2 (z i − 160) . The parameter of interest is θ 0 = (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ; σ 0 is a nuisance parameter.
Our minimum distance estimator is compared to the classical least-squares estimator. The results are given in Table 3 , and Figure 5 illustrates the corresponding regression lines. By definition, the least-squares estimator fits the data best with respect to the squared residuals. However, this also leads to the fact that this estimator is sensitive to outliers. This effect is also visible in Figure 5 : The least-squares estimator seems to be more influenced by a relatively small number of considerably overweight persons than the minimal distance estimator. 
Concluding remarks
The present article considers estimating a parameter in an imprecise probability model -a topic which has hardly been considered explicitly within the theory of coherent upper previsions so far. In this setup, a minimum distance estimator is presented and an algorithm for calculating the estimator is given which is based on linear programming. The applicability of the estimator is verified by a simulation study and on a real data set. In particular, the simulation study shows that the proposed estimator can even be used for large sample sizes and may, in fact, lead to good results in realistic situations. This meets objections that imprecise probabilities could not be used for practical purposes. The estimator has been programmed in R and has already been made publicly available as (open source) R package "imprProbEst"; cf. [5] . However, future research should also develop alternative estimators so that the proposed minimum distance estimator can be compared to other estimators under imprecise probabilities.
